RentWorks Version 4.1.K1
Release Letter
Note: This release requires Progress Version 11.7

SIGNIFICANT CHANGES:


None in this release

Enhancements/Improvements:
Just program errors listed below, corrected.

Descriptions of tickets addressed, in order of impact:
Program

Ticket

Brief Description

Level 1
None

Level 2
CCPRO
RWMobile

RW360-874
RW360-251

WorldPayUK Credit Card integration
Create solution to add RTF files to RWMobile contract
printing flow.

Interfaces

RW360-996

Modify DealerTrack integration to use new endpoints

None

Level 3
CCPRO
Counter

RW360-769 Enable the "get token" button without having to
go into edit mode when viewing payments
RW360-764 Foreign Contract Check-in - when the program
begins you get a message "unable to find image
file for BUTTON btnLookupVin"
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Counter
Counter
Counter
Counter
Counter

Counter
Counter

RW360-865

Reservation entry - displays "no
Before_etResDB record is available" when
changing number of days
RW360-877 Check to make sure location currency matches
the company currency when adding a company
or direct bill company to a contract.
RW360-887 Rate lines duplicating on check-out
RW360-950 Modifying Closed Contracts not performing correctly
RW360-971 Report location on VOUCHER payments is incorrect when
making adjustments to a contract for non-interfaced
locations
RW360-973
RW360-977

Maintenance RW360-595
Maintenance RW360-699
Maintenance RW360-926
Printing
RW360-975

Modify creation of split invoice charges on Rollover contracts
verify that the currency of the company matches the currency
of the check-out location of the contract/reservation.
Vehicle sales - lookup button gets confused as to which table
to look at when switching between sell and unsell
Foreign Vehicles Entry - Enabled calendar icon causes an
"Unable to update etInv Field" message
Add CQ setting for time zone.
Estimated Charges not printing on Open contracts when CF
G1011 is active.

Reports

RW360-902

Reports - Employee Group List report does not work using
First to Last range.

RezPro

RW360-594

RezPro

RW360-974

Reservation processing duplicate Renter ID
issue - requires CF F1023
Hertz HCC payments not being created all the
time when CF A1083 is active.

All tickets addressed.
JIRA #

Area
CCPRO
RWMobile

RW360-874
RW360-251

CCPRO

RW360-769
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Brief Description
WorldPayUK credit card integration
Create solution to add RTF files to RWMobile contract
printing flow.
Enable the "get token" button without having to go into edit
mode when viewing payments
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Counter

RW360-764

Counter

RW360-865

Counter

RW360-877

Counter

RW360-887

Check to make sure location currency matches the company
currency when adding a company or direct bill company to a
contract.
Rate lines duplicating on check-out

Counter

RW360-950

Modifying Closed Contracts not performing correctly

Counter

RW360-971

Counter
Counter

RW360-973
RW360-977

Report location on VOUCHER payments is incorrect when
making adjustments to a contract for non-interfaced
locations
Modify creation of one-off charges on Rollover contracts
verify that the currency of the company matches the currency
of the check-out location of the contract/reservation.

Interfaces

RW360-996

Maintenance RW360-595
Maintenance RW360-699
Maintenance RW360-926
Printing
RW360-975

Foreign Contract Check-in - when the program begins you get
a message "unable to find image file for BUTTON
btnLookupVin"
Reservation entry - displays "no Before_etResDB record is
available" when changing number of days

Modify DealerTrack integration to use new endpoints
Vehicle sales - lookup button gets confused as to which table
to look at when switching between sell and unsell
Foreign Vehicles Entry - Enabled calendar icon causes an
"Unable to update etInv Field" message
Add CQ setting for time zone.
Estimated Charges not printing on Open contracts when CF
G1011 is active.
Reports - Employee Group List report does not work using
First to Last range.
Reservation processing duplicate Renter ID issue - requires CF
F1023

Reports

RW360-902

RezPro

RW360-594

RezPro

RW360-974

Counter
Counter
Erez
Maintenance

RW360-24
RW360-990
RW360-882
RW360-951

Printing

RW360-970

Printing

RW360-970

Reports

RW360-755

Hertz HCC payments not being created all the time when CF
A1083 is active.
Manager override doesn't reapply field security
Update rwversion.p to version 4.1.K1
PASOE and Erez environment variables for multiple Erez sites
When entering the maintenance screen for Credit Card
Control record setup, you get a message "no etCCTRL record
is available" when there are no records yet created for CC
control record.
Errors when printing from contract modify when CF G1011 is
active
Thrifty Panama - errors when printing from contract modify
with CF G1011 active
DRB file build fails since update. getLogsDirPath not found.

Reports

RW360-968

LPR logs aren't being written to the correct place
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Reports
RezPro
Utilities

RW360-969
RW360-594
RW360-978
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Saved report values are no longer working. Broken with J10
Reservation processing duplicate Renter ID issue
Utseq sequence values are cut off
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